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Vulnerability management

The process of 
- finding
- prioritizing
- fixing
- and retesting

vulnerabilities

A riskometer for CISO’s
A breachometer for engineers

We are building a system for this at 
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Main questions to answer

- Untransparent market, which tools should we use?
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https://www.freepik.com/free-vector/flea-market-concept-illustration_12178777.htm#fromView=search&page=1&position=1&uuid=42a8d034-8c8f-44ab-9b7c-559865f2609f



Missing transparency & comparison
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Network scanners
- OpenVAS
- Nessus
- Nexpose

Web application scanners
- Acunetix
- HCL Appscan
- Rapid7 Appspider
- Syhunt Infinity
- Nuclei
- Xray

If anybody wants to talk about what (not) to use, please hit me up later :)



Main questions to answer

- How intrusive do we want to be?  (trade-off)
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https://www.freepik.com/free-vector/global-data-security-personal-data-security-cyber-data-security-online-concept-illustration-internet-security-information-privacy-protection_12953569.htm#fromVie
w=search&page=1&position=26&uuid=ac97eadd-81ca-45cb-85c7-ca8488e4f3a5



Intrusiveness of tooling
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The problems of version based

- Backports
- Non exploitable vulnerabilities
- Non used part of code, or configuration 

based vulnerabilities

Opinion:
- Version based vulnerabilities are 

probably fine, but clearly differentiate in 
confidence and risk scores!

- Solutions: Test for actual presence, or 
scan authenticated
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Vendor mistakes

- Vulnerability scores are too high
- Vendors amplify risk scores
- Backporting

Example: critical 10/10 for bootstrap EOL
Example: Apache, OpenSSL
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Main questions to answer

- How do we make this affordable for our constituency and 
replace their expensive solutions. (use-case)
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https://www.freepik.com/free-vector/graduation-concept-illustration_5928396.htm#fromView=search&page=1&position=37&uuid=ebb4f229-f074-49e9-acb1-5e6d92c
66a8a



Build our own?
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Based on open source:
- OpenVAS (~50000 checks)
- Nuclei (~8000 checks)
- Nuclei for Wordpress (~10000 checks)
- Internetdb for version based detections
- Google Tsunami
- Default password scanner
- Some custom checks

With optional commercial integrations
- Nessus
- Nexpose
- Acunetix



Build our own?
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Compare with SURF’s current product
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Our system

Outpost24

704 total
61% Certain

747 total
Version based
Bootstrap
PHP
OpenSSL

(80 hosts)



Main questions to answer

- How are we going to report about risk in a reliable manner?
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https://www.freepik.com/free-photo/risk-protection-eliminating-risk-top-view_41128114.htm#fromView=search&page=1&position=24&uuid=073b18d5-0429-4fd3-aeff-
1324fde1b5a3



CVSS is flawed, addition: EPSS, CISA KEV
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- EPSS
- Exploit Prediction Scoring 

System
- Range: 0.0 -> 1.0
- Free API!

- CISA KEV
- high impact vulns
- Freely usable

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.04856 (EPSS Paper)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.04856


Confidence level is important
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- Sometimes given by tool in its output
- Often: given by us for tool or subset of tools. (From testing)

Example: Nessus does not have that much false positives, but it 
does have a lot of them if you turn web based scanning on → two 
different confidence scores assigned by us.

Assign a confidence value to finding.

Differentiates between version based and exploited.



Desire: host based prioritization
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Some hosts are more important.

For example:
- main website of university
- Domain controller

Versus

Student guild website hosted in same 
domain

Disadvantage: Requires manual mapping of 
importance. Possible ideas:

- higher for ‘main’ domain
- Convolutional neural network
- Passive DNS → how active is it?



Report: Risk as 3D spectrum of CVSS, EPSS, Confidence
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Impact = Product of CVSS and EPSS
Confidence = Most heavily weighted



Report: Feels more properly weighted
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Purely version based

Non exploitable
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Full report & How we use LLM’s



A.I based exploitation
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Goal: Partially bridging the gap between scanning and penetration testing.

Vulnerability scanner → LLM exploitation → Automated lateral movement.



A.I based exploitation
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Scanners → CVE’s →Metasploit lookup → Modules

Modules → LLM → pick



A.I based exploitation
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Now we ask metasploit for the options

And let the LLM execute



Community
Desires:
- (Partially) opensource
- Collaborate with other NRENs?
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Discussion

Any questions?
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